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Abstract
In the thesis, we investigate linear Boolean network codes on a special class of
multicast networks, called combination networks. Using companion matrices
of primitive polynomials over finite fields, we design a class of symmetric lin-
ear Boolean network codes from Reed-Solomon codes for single-source com-
bination networks. We also prove that, for some cases, the linear Boolean
network codes are optimal in the sense of minimum network uses. In the
thesis, we further consider two-source network coding problem for combina-
tion networks and other specific networks. We develop a method to evaluate
an outer bound for these two-source networks. By designing linear Boolean
network codes which achieve extreme points of rate regions, we show that
the outer bound is actually tight for some of these networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recently lots of researchers are focusing on network coding, which has poten-
tial applications in computer networks and wireless communication networks.
The concept of network coding is first presented in the simple and beautiful
paper [1]. Since then, researchers from different disciplines, such as math-
ematics, computer science and communication science, rush into this newly
born field.
The idea of network coding is to allow information mixing at nodes dur-
ing information transmission in communication networks. Contrary to our
intuition, the throughput of the networks can be significantly increased by
mixing information flows at nodes and recovering them at sinks. This is
so-called network coding.
Unlike physical commodities, information can be added up (or mixed)
without increasing the total size. For example, let b1, b2 ∈ GF (2). Using the
addition in Galois Field, we add bit b1 to bit b2, which yield b = b1
⊕
b2, still
one bit. The resulting bit b contains both information of bit b1 and b2. Given
1
additional information, say b1, we can recover both b1 and b2 from b through
the equation b2 = b
⊕
b1.
The basic fact above explains why information flows behave so different
from commodity flows in networks. Before we explore the laws governing
information flows in networks, we will first introduce the network model and
commodity flows in networks.
1.1 Commodity Flows in Networks
Many communication networks can be modeled as directed graphG = (V,E),
where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges. For each edge (i, j) ∈ E, we
assign a nonnegative number, Rij, called the capacity of the edge. In V , there
is a source node, s, where commodity is sent. And there is a destination, t,
where commodity is required. We call this node a sink.
Let i1, i2, · · · , in(n ≥ 2) be a sequence of distinct nodes in V , such that
(ik, ik+1) ∈ E, for k = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1. Then the sequence
i1, (i1, i2), i2, · · · , (in−1, in), in
is called a chain from i1 to in. If i1 and in represent the same node, then the
chain is called a cycle in G. A directed graph G is called acyclic if it does
not contain any cycle, otherwise it is called cyclic.
Let U ⊆ V, U = V \ U , if s ∈ U , and t ∈ U , then U is called a cut
separating s from t. The capacity of cut U is defined as
C(U) =
∑
i∈U,j∈U Rij
2
Since we only consider finite directed graphs, the number of cuts separating
s from t is also finite. Therefore, we can find a cut whose capacity is minimal
among all the cuts. This cut is called a minimal cut. Usually the minimal
cut is not unique in a directed graph.
Figure 1.1: A Directed Graph
Let us consider the directed graph in Figure 1.1, U = {s, 1, 2} is a cut
separating s from t, its capacity is
C(U) = R1,3 +R1,4 = 5
Obviously, U is not a minimal cut because the capacity of cut {s, 2} is 3, less
than the capacity of cut U .
Let Γ+(i) = {j : (j, i) ∈ E},Γ−(i) = {j : (i, j) ∈ E}. A commodity flow
in network G is a function f defined as
f : E → R+
where R+ is the set of non-negative real numbers, and f satisfies two condi-
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tions:
∑
j∈Γ−(i)
f(i, j)− ∑
j∈Γ+(i)
f(j, i) =

v if i = s;
0 if i 6= s, t;
−v if i = t.
(1.1)
f(i, j) ≤ Rij, for all (i, j) ∈ E (1.2)
Condition (1.1) can be regarded as conservation law of commodity flow.
For any intermediate node, the amount of commodities flowing out of the
node is equal to the amount of commodities flowing into this node. Condition
(1.2) is the capacity constraint of the flow along each edge. It states that the
amount of flow along the edge can not exceed the capacity of this edge.
In reality, gas (or water) pipelines and transportation can be modeled as
commodity flows in networks. A natural question regarding to commodity
flows arises, that is, what is the maximal flow which satisfies condition (1.1)
and (1.2), given a directed network. In other words, what is the maximum
value of v if the network topology and edge capacity ~R = [Rij, (i, j) ∈ E] are
known? The following theorem answers the question.
Theorem 1.1.1 (Max-flow min-cut theorem) Given a directed network G =
(V,E) and its edge capacity ~R = [Rij, (i, j) ∈ E], the maximal commodity
flow from s to t is equal to the capacity of the minimal cut separating s from
t.
This milestone result is due to L. R. Ford and D. R. Fulkerson. For more
details about commodity flows in networks, readers can see [2]. Figure 1.2 is
a maximum flow for the directed graph in the above.
As we have mentioned, information flows behave differently from com-
4
Figure 1.2: A Maximal flow for the Directed Graph
modity flows in networks. In next section, we will explore the laws which are
governing the information flows in networks.
1.2 Single-source Information Flows
In communication network G = (V,E), information source X is generated in
the source node, s, and then multicast to sinks t1, t2, · · · , tL. Each edge (i, j)
models a communication channel with channel capacity Rij. Information
is sent from node i to node j without error. At each node, there will be
multiple incoming channels. Each node has the ability to copy and encode
information received and send it to outgoing channels. Each sink can recover
the information source X totally from the information received. This is the
Single-source Multicast network model.
Like commodity flows in networks, there exist some laws which govern
the information flows, as are shown in the following:
(1) The content of information flowing out of a node is contained in the
information received by this node. This is similar to the conversation law of
5
commodity flows;
(2) The rate of information flow transmitted through an edge is less than
the channel capacity of the edge.
Let h denote the rate of information source X. The following theorem
characterizes the achievable rate of information source in a single-source mul-
ticast networks.
Theorem 1.2.1 [1] Let G = (V,E) be the single-source multicast network,
then
h ≤ min`=1,···,Lmaxflow(s→ t`)
where maxflow(s→ t`) is the value of maximal commodity flow from s to t`.
We call min`=1,···,Lmaxflow(s→ t`) the maximal flow bound of the single-
source multicast network. The maximal flow bound is tight for single-source
multicast networks.
More details about the setup and proof of Theorem 1.2.1 can be seen in
[1]. Here we outline the main idea of the proof and give some explanation to
the theorem.
Let U be a cut separating s from t` for some ` ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}, and (U,U) =
{(i, j), i ∈ U, j ∈ U}. For any information flow in the network G, sink t` has
to recover information source X from all information received from its incom-
ing edges. All information sent from source node s to t` must pass through
the edges in (U,U). Therefore information source X must be a function of
all information flowing through the cut U . Hence the achievable rate of in-
formation flows is bounded by the capacity of the cut separating s from t`.
This holds for any sink and any cut.
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Given h ≤ min`=1,···,Lmaxflow(s→ t`), it is shown that there exists at
least an information flow which achieves this rate using random procedure.
The information source X can be modeled as a stationary discrete time
random process
X = (X1, X2, · · · , Xn, · · ·)
Then, h = H(X) = limn→∞H(Xn|X1, X2, · · · , Xn−1). From source coding
theorem, when n is large enough, the information source can be compressed
into
Ω = {1, 2, · · · , d2nhe}
where dxe denotes the largest integer less than x. And each symbol in Ω is
selected with uniform distribution, i.e., each symbol in Ω will appear with
probability |Ω|−1.
Nodes in acyclic directed networks can be sorted in the following way.
(i, j) ∈ E implies i < j. Then we can construct random information flows in
the acyclic directed network.
First expand Ω into Ω
′
= {1, 2, · · · , dC2nhe},with C > 1. We define a
flow f as follows. For any x ∈ Ω′ , fij(x) chooses a symbol from {1, 2, · · · , ηij}
uniformly. ηij satisfies
log2 ηij ≤ Rij + 
Let gt` be the decoding function of sink t`, gt`(x) ∈ Ω′ . A symbol x can be
distinguished by sink t` if and only if gt`(x) 6= gt`(x′), for all other x′ ∈ Ω′ .
A symbol is said to be distinguished if it can be distinguished by all sinks.
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Then the average number of symbols which can be distinguished in Ω
′
is
approximately
(1− δ(n, L))C2nh
where δ(n, L) tends to zero as n → ∞. Therefore there exists at least on
information flow in these randomly constructed flows, which can distinguish
at least d2nhe symbols. We pick up all such symbols and form a new set, still
denoted by Ω. Then the rate h is achievable by one such information flow
defined on the set Ω.
For a cyclic directed network, we can transform it into an acyclic directed
network and apply the same technique to construct network codes.
When L = 1,that is, there is only one sink in the network, network
coding does not increase the throughput of the network. Information flows
behave the same as commodity flows in such networks. when L ≥ 2, the
advantage of network coding can be seen in [3]. Especially in [5], Prof. Xue-
Bin Liang investigates the throughput gap between network switching and
network coding for single-source multicast networks, and finds that the gap is
upper bounded by nth harmonic number. And this harmonic-number bound
is asymptotically tight for combination networks.
So far, we know that there exist network codes which achieve the maxflow
bound, but [1] does not provide an explicit method to construct such network
codes.
In [4], a linear algebraic structure, called linear-code multicast(LCM), is
developed to achieve the maxflow bound. In [4], Communication networks
are modeled as directed graph with unit capacity edges, i.e., the capacity of
8
each edge is one symbol per unit time.
An LCM on a communication network is an assignment of h-dimensional
vector over finite field GF (q) to each edge. For each node, there is a vector
space linearly spanned by vectors assigned to its incoming edges. The vectors
assigned to its outgoing edges are selected from the vector space.
If the vectors assigned to edges are made as independent as possible, then
it is more possible for sinks to receive a full rank matrix so that they can
recover the information source. A more specific structure of LCM, called
generic LCM, is developed in [4]. Generic LCM can guarantee that those
vectors assigned to edges are largely independent. In [4], the important
result is given,
Theorem 1.2.2 Generic LCM can achieve the maxflow bound. And generic
LCMs exist for any acyclic communication network, given that the base field
is large enough.
However [4] does not provide explicit method to construct generic LCM.
Following this line, [3] designs a polynomial time algorithm to construct
generic LCMs for acyclic communication networks. Let T be the set of
sinks, then the network can be decomposed into |T | sub networks. Each
sub network has single source and single sink, and there are h distinct paths
from the source to the sink. Along these h distinct paths, h-dimensional
vectors over finite field with size larger than |T | are assigned, such that, any
h vectors on different paths are linear independent. One edge may be shared
by more than one sink. These edges sometimes could be the ”bottleneck” of
information flows. They are the exact points where flows need to be mixed.
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On these edges, we assign vectors which maintain the independence within
several sub networks. The core technique in the algorithm developed in [3] is
to construct such vectors which maintain independence among several groups
of vectors. If a node only receives an incoming vector, then it can simply
relay the vector to its successors.
T.Ho et al. [8] analyzed the performance of randomized linear codes based
on the algebraic framework developed in [9], and show that the chance for
all sinks to receive full rank matrices is very high provided the base field is
large enough.
Theorem 1.2.3 For a linear randomized network code in which all code
coefficients are chosen independently and uniformly in a finite field Fq, the
probability that all receivers can receive full source information is at least
(1− |T |
q
)h
where T is the set of receivers and h is the maxflow bound.
The randomized approach does not need central knowledge of network
topology. When the size of the networks is huge (e.g., world wide web), or
the network is dynamic, it is almost impossible to know the topology of the
networks. Randomized linear network code is a good alternative for these
networks. Lots of simulations are based on the randomized approach.
So far, the network codes constructed are symbol-level linear codes. Some
authors in [10], [11] and [12] investigate the relation between symbol-level
linear code and binary linear code. It is shown in [10] that a binary linear code
exists as long as a symbol-level linear code exist in a single-source multicast
network. However, in [10] and [12], several counter-examples are given to
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show that it is not the same case for multi-source networks. In this thesis,
we will investigate linear Boolean network codes with minimum network uses
on a special class of networks.
1.3 Multi-source Information Flow Problem
Let X1, X2, · · · , XN be mutually independent information sources. For a
communication network G = (V,E), let S ⊆ V be the set of source nodes,
and T ⊆ V the set of sinks. Source nodes generate information sources
and each sink demands a subset of the information sources. We define two
mappings
f : {1, 2, · · · , N} → S
and
g : {1, 2, · · · , N} → T
Here f(i) denotes the set of source nodes which generates information source
Xi, g(i) denotes the set of sinks which demand information of Xi.
For arbitrary mappings of f and g, what is the maximal information
rate of X1, X2, · · · , XN , such that all sinks can receive the total information
they demand? This is the multi-source problem many researchers are trying
to solve. There is only partial answer to this question even with acyclic
communication networks. For cyclic networks, the answer is totally unknown.
Among the many literatures on network coding, only a few papers address
this hard problem. Let ωi be the information rate of Xi, our goal in multi-
source problem is to characterize the rate region
11
R = {(ω1, ω2, · · · , ωN) : ωi can be achieved simultaneously.}
The best result obtained so far to characterize the achievable rate region
R is presented in [13] and [14]. There they gave an inner and outer bound
in terms of entropy space to characterize the rate region R.
Rin ⊆ R ⊆ Rout
These two bounds can not be evaluated explicitly. So a linear programming
bound, called LP bound is developed as an outer bound. Though LP bound
can be evaluated, the evaluation is involved. Therefore, [15] develop an outer
bound, called time-sharing bound, which can be evaluated explicitly. Though
the bound is significantly improved from maxflow bound, this bound is not
tight in general. Time-Sharing bound can be implied by linear programming
bound.
Though multi-source problem is not yet completely solved, some results
on special networks have been obtained. In [16] and [17], they independently
discovered that the maxflow bound still remains tight for single-source-node
two-sink networks.
Is the multi-source problem too general to be a problem, or there does not
exist sufficient tool and wisdom to attack the general multi-source problem?
1.4 Applications of Network Coding
With single-source network codes well explored, lots of researchers are ded-
icated to applications of network coding in wireless ad hoc networks and
computer networks.
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In [18], a practical network coding scheme based on random codes is
developed. Their scheme address the synchronization problem of network
coding using buffering technique. In their systems, they address real packet
networks in which information is delivered in packets. there are random
losses and delays in transmission. And networks will experience links and
nodes failure. Their systems approach to the real internet. The networks
are huge, to know their graph topology is almost impossible. To counter-
act these problems, they propose a packet format which includes encoding
function along each edge. During network coding, they choose random co-
efficients in a finite field with size equal to powers of two. The chance for
each sink to receive a matrix with full rank is big. The random approach
removes the need for central knowledge of graph topology as [3] does. To
address the synchronization problem, the label the packets with generation
numbers. Nodes only encode the current ”generation” packets and discard
old packets. They simulated the scheme on graphs of several Internet Service
Providers(ISP), and found that their scheme can achieve a rate close to the
maxflow bound and the delay of networks is significantly alleviated.
Network coding is very promising in large file content distribution sys-
tems, because there is no synchronization problem in these systems. In [19],
a new scheme for large scale content distribution based on network coding is
proposed. In this scheme, a large file is split into small blocks. These small
blocks are treated as symbols in network coding. During the distribution of
these blocks, when a node receive several blocks of the file, it then serves as a
server, other nearby nodes can download the linear combination of blocks re-
ceived by this node. A node continues to download blocks from its neighbors
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until it receive enough blocks to recover the whole file. Through simulation
on practical scenarios, it is demonstrated that the expected download time
for the scheme based on network coding improve 20% ∼ 30% compared to
coding only at the server, and improve 2 ∼ 3 times compared to sending
raw information without coding at all. Furthermore, it is shown that the file
distribution system with network coding is more robust to link failures and
node departures.
Based on the system present in [19], A real system, called Avalanche, has
been implemented by Microsoft. This system may outperform the best large
file distribution end system, BitTorrent , which is extremely popular as a
way of delivering large file.
Though the notion of network coding is inspired from computer networks,
network coding may be applied to wireless ad hoc networks. There is a lot
of advantage using network coding on wireless networks. To name a few,
energy saving and bandwidth saving. For more details of the benefits of
network coding for wireless networks, readers can refer to [20]. There a lot
of systems are based on randomized network coding.
From the applications of network coding, we can see that randomized
network coding is the core attribution to real communication networks. More
is to be done to make application to satellite communications, where there
are multiple transmitters and multiple receivers.
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1.5 Outline of Thesis
The thesis gives a brief review of network coding and develops an approach
to construct linear Boolean network codes for a special class of highly sym-
metric networks, called Combination networks. Through the construction of
network codes, we provide an insight into network coding, and advance an-
other hard issue in network coding, —optimization of network codes. In our
thesis, we prove that the network codes we constructed are optimal in some
cases. Also we want to shed some light on multiple-source problem through
some examples.
In Chapter 2, we give a detailed description of the construction of linear
Boolean network codes for Combination Networks; In Chapter 3, we inves-
tigate two examples of multi-source networks and give a uniform method
to evaluate a tighter bound for their rate regions. Chapter 4 will give an
conclusion and future work we can do on network coding.
15
Chapter 2
Linear Boolean Network Codes
2.1 Definitions
Definition [21] An
(
m
r
)
combination network is a 3-layer single source multi-
cast network. The first layer consists of the source node, s, where information
source is generated. The second layer consists of m intermediate nodes, each
of them has an incoming edge from the source node. The third layer consists
of
(
m
r
)
nodes, each of them has incoming edges from a unique set of r out of
m intermediate nodes.
From the definition above, we can see that combination networks are
a class of highly symmetric networks. The codes on these networks also
have highly symmetric algebraic structure. Figure 2.1 is a
(
3
2
)
combination
network. This network is of special interest in digital information storage.
We restrict that every edge in combination networks has unit capacity,
e.g., 1 bit per unit time. We only consider 2 ≤ r ≤ m− 1. For r = 1,m− 1,
combination networks are degenerated.
It is easy to see that the maxflow bound for
(
m
r
)
combination network is
16
Figure 2.1:
(
3
2
)
Combination Network
r. In [3] and [6], it is pointed out that MDS codes (see [7])over a large enough
finite field can be used to achieve this bound. In the next few sections, we
will use another approach to construct linear Boolean network codes for com-
bination networks. Before we go to the detail, we give two more definitions.
Definition Linear Boolean network code is a kind of network code which
only uses a Boolean operation
⊕
on bits to encode information.
Definition If there exists a network code on Ω for a communication network
with maxflow bound equal to h, then the network use of the code is defined
as
dlog2(|Ω|)/he
Definition A minimal network code is a linear Boolean network code on a
communication network, which has minimum network uses.
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Given an
(
m
r
)
combination network, what is the minimal network code
which can achieve the maxflow bound r? Prof. Xue-Bin Liang proposed this
problem and showed that it is equivalent to the following packing problem:
For a positive integer n, what is the maximum possiblem, such that there
exists a sequence of rn× n matrices{Ai}mi=1 over GF (2), in which every r of
these matrices form an rn× rn nonsingular matrix?
Furthermore, Prof. Xue-Bin Liang proved the following upper bound
m ≤ 2n + r − 1
However, the construction issue (i.e., lower bound) of this packing problem
has not been addressed. The main result in this chapter is the design of
linear Boolean network codes with minimum network uses for combination
networks.
2.2
(m
2
)
Combination Networks
For m = 3, we can design a linear Boolean network code on
(
3
2
)
combination
network as shown in Figure 2.2. Here b1, b2 ∈ GF (2). The number of network
use for this code is 1. This is an optimal code for this network in the sense
of minimal network uses, for we can not expect a network code with network
uses less than 1.
For m = 4, no matter how we assign the linear combinations of bits on
the edges, we can no design a linear Boolean network code with 1 network
use to achieve the maxflow bound. However, we can design a linear Boolean
network code with two network uses for
(
4
2
)
, as shown in Figure 2.4. We
18
Figure 2.2: Codes on
(
3
2
)
Combination Network
Figure 2.3:
(
4
2
)
Combination Network
19
Figure 2.4: Codes on
(
4
2
)
Combination Network
believe that this is the best we can do. A natural question is, given m, what
is the minimal network code for
(
m
2
)
combination network? Before we go
further, let us analyze the codes in Figure 2.4.
Let ~b = (b1, b2, b3, b4), we call ~b raw bit vector. We write the codes on
edge(s, 1), (s, 2), (s, 3), (s, 4) as
A1 =

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

, A2 =

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

, A3 =

0 1
1 0
1 0
0 1

, A4 =

1 0
1 1
0 1
1 1

We note that ~b ·Ai is exactly the code on edge (s, i), for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and
every two matrices of {Ai}4i=1 form a nonsingular 4×4 matrix. For each sink
in
(
4
2
)
combination network receives two matrices in {Ai}4i=1, let ~x denotes
the information received by this sink, then
~x = ~b(Ai|Aj)
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for some i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, i 6= j. Let Aij .= (Ai|Aj), Aij is a 4×4 nonsingular
matrix. Therefore, we can recover the source information by inverting the
matrix Aij,
~b = ~xA−1ij
As a reminder, all calculations above are in the Galois field GF (2).
For arbitrary
(
m
2
)
combination networks, if we can find m matrices over
GF (2), such that every two of them form a nonsingular matrix, then we find
a linear Boolean network code for this
(
m
2
)
combination network. There-
fore, design of linear Boolean network codes for
(
m
2
)
combination networks
is equivalent to the construction of such matrices.
The design of minimal network codes for
(
m
2
)
combination networks can
be formulated as a mathematical problem,
Given a positive integer m > 2, what is the maximal possible integer of
n ,such that there exist a sequence of matrices A1, A2, · · · , Am over GF (2),
satisfying
(1) Ai is a 2n× n matrix, for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m};
(2) Any two of the matrices {Ai}mi=1 form a nonsingular 2n× 2n matrix,
i.e.,
(Ai, Aj), i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, i 6= j
are all nonsingular matrices.
To solve this problem, let us consider its dual problem first,
Given a positive integer n, how large is m, such that there exists a se-
quence of matrices satisfying condition (1) and (2).
For completeness of this thesis, we give a proof of the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.2.1 For any positive integer n, if there exist a sequence of ma-
trices satisfying condition (1) and (2), then m ≤ 2n + 1,and this bound is
tight.
Proof: Suppose {Ai}mi=1 satisfy condition (1) and (2). Let span∗(Ai) be the
linear span (over GF (2)) of columns vectors of Ai, which exclude the zero
vector, i.e.,
span∗(Ai) = linearspan{αi1, αi2, · · · , αin} \ {0}
where Ai = (αi1, αi2, · · · , αin),αij is an 2n× 1 column vector, for all i, j. We
state that
span∗(Ai)
⋂
span∗(Aj) = ∅
for all i 6= j.
If α ∈ span∗(Ai)⋂ span∗(Aj), then α can be expressed as
α = a1αi1 + a2αi2 + · · ·+ anαin
= b1αj1 + b2αj2 + · · ·+ bnαjn
becauseAij = (Ai|Aj) is a 2n×2n nonsingular matrix, {αi1, αi2, · · · , αin, αj1, αj2, · · · , αjn}
are linear independent. On the other hand,
a1αi1 + · · ·+ anαin − b1αj1 − · · · − bnαjn = 0
Therefore,ai = bi = 0, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Hence,span∗(Ai)⋂ span∗(Aj) = ∅.
Let E = F 2n2 \{0}, where F 2n2 is a 2n-dimensional linear space over GF (2).
Then we have
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⋃m
i=1 span
∗(Ai) ⊆ E.
It is easy to be seen that
|E| = 22n − 1, |span∗(Ai)| = 2n − 1
for all i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. So
|
m⋃
i=1
span∗(Ai)| = m|span∗(A1)|
≤ |E|
= 22n − 1
Hence,
m ≤ 22n−1
2n−1 = 2
n + 1
To prove the bound is tight, we need to construct 2n + 1 matrices which
satisfy condition (1) and (2).
Letpi(x) be a primitive polynomial of GF (2n) over GF (2), M is the com-
panion matrix of pi(x). We know that M2
n−1 = In. Let
A1 =
 In
0
, A2 =
 0
In
, Ak =
 In
Mk−2
 , k = 3, · · · , 2n + 1
It is obvious that these matrices satisfy condition (1). Let
Aij = (Ai|Aj)
For j > i ≥ 3,
rank(Aij) = rank
 In In
M i−2 M j−2

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= rank
 In In
0 M j−2 −M i−2

= rank
 In In
0 M i−2(M j−i − In)

= rank
 In In
0 M j−i − In

= 2n
Using similar argument, it is easy to prove that rank(A1j) = rank(A2j) =
2n, j = 3, · · · , 2n + 1. Therefore, the matrices constructed above are exactly
what we want.
Let us turn to our original practical problem. For an
(
m
2
)
combination
network, what is the minimum number of network use for a linear Boolean
network code to achieve the maxflow bound, and what is the minimal network
code?
Theorem 2.2.2 For an
(
m
2
)
combination network, the minimum number of
network uses for a linear Boolean network code to achieve the maxflow bound
is dlog2(m− 1)e.
From this theorem, we can see the minimum number of network uses increase
as the network size increase. In the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, we provide a
method to construct minimal network codes for
(
m
2
)
combination networks.
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2.3
(m
3
)
Combination Networks
For m = 4, we can design a linear Boolean network code with only one
network use for
(
4
3
)
combination network, as shown in Figure 2.5. For m = 5,
Figure 2.5: Codes on
(
4
3
)
Combination Network
is it possible to design a linear Boolean network code with one network use?
The answer is no. But we can design one with two network uses, which is
shown in Figure 2.6. Here all bi ∈ GF (2).
In
(
m
3
)
combination networks, each sink has three incoming edges. If
information flowing along any three of these edges in independent, then every
sink can recover the information sent by the source node. Let us analyze the
codes in Figure 2.6.
Let ~b = (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6), we call ~b raw bit vector. The codes in Figure
2.6 can be written as matrix form,
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Figure 2.6: Codes on
(
5
3
)
Combination Network
A1 =

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

, A2 =

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

, A3 =

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

, A4 =

1 0
0 1
1 1
0 0
1 0
0 1

,
A5 =

1 0
0 1
0 1
1 1
1 1
1 0

Let ~x denote the information received by some sink, then
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~x = ~b(Ai|Aj|Ak)
for some distinct i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Let Aijk = (Ai|Aj|Ak), then Aijk is a
6× 6 nonsingular matrix. So the sink can recover the source information by
inverting the matrix,
~b = ~xA−1ijk
For every sink, they can recover source information by multiplying the
the information received by the inverse matrix of their own.
For any
(
m
3
)
combination network, if there exist a sequence of matrices
{Ai}mi=1 over GF (2),which satisfy the condition that every three of them form
a nonsingular matrix, then we can assign these m matrices to the m edges in
the first layer. Furthermore, we can multiply these matrices by the raw bit
vector, then we obtain a linear binary code for the
(
m
3
)
combination network.
For completeness of this thesis, we give a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.1 For a positive integer n, if there exists a sequence of 3n×n
matrices {Ai}mi=1 over GF (2), satisfying the condition that, every three of the
matrices form a 3n× 3n nonsingular matrix, then
m ≤ 2n + 2
and this bound is tight.
Proof: Let {Ai}mi=1 be the matrices which satisfy the condition in the theo-
rem, i.e., Ai is a 3n× n matrix over GF (2), and
(Ai|Aj|Ak)
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for distinct i, j, k, are invertible, in other words, the column vectors of (Ai|Aj|Ak)
are linear independent. Define
span∗(Ai 4 Aj) = span∗(Ai⋃Aj) \ (span∗(Ai)⋃ span∗(Aj))
then we state that
span∗(Ai 4 Aj)⋂ span∗(Ai 4 Ak) = ∅
for distinct i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}.
Suppose
α ∈ span∗(Ai 4 Aj)⋂ span∗(Ai 4 Ak).
Let
Ai = (αi1, · · · , αin), Aj = (αj1, · · · , αjn), Ak = (αk1, · · · , αkn).
Then
{αi1, · · · , αin, αj1, · · · , αjn, αk1, · · · , αkn}
are linear independent 3n × 1 column vectors. α can be expressed in terms
of these vectors,
α = a1αi1 + · · ·+ anαin + b1αj1 + · · ·+ bnαjn
= c1αi1 + · · ·+ cnαin + d1αk1 + · · ·+ dnαkn
where ai, bi, ci, di ∈ GF (2), for all i. Then, we have
(a1− c1)αi1+ · · ·+(an− cn)αin+ b1αj1+ · · ·+ bnαjn−d1αk1−· · ·−dnαkn = 0
{αi1, · · · , αin, αj1, · · · , αjn, αk1, · · · , αkn} are linear independent, therefore,
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a1 = c1, · · · , an = cn, b1 = · · · = bn = d1 = · · · = dn = 0
So α = a1αi1 + · · ·+ anαin ∈ linearspan(Ai). But α ∈ span∗(Ai4Aj), This
implies that α 6∈ span∗(Ai). But α 6= 0, hence span∗(Ai4Aj)⋂ span∗(Ai4
Ak) = ∅.
Let E = F 3n2 \ {0}, then
(
⋃m
i=1 span
∗Ai)
⋃
(
⋃
j 6=1 span∗(A1 4 Aj)) ⊆ E
|E| = 23n − 1. From the definition and proof above, we know that
span∗(Ai)
⋂
span∗(Aj) = ∅,
span∗(Ai)
⋂
span∗(A1 4 Aj) = ∅,
span∗(A1 4 Aj)
⋂
span∗(A1 4 Ak) = ∅
for all distinct i, j, k and j 6= 1. On the other hand,
|span∗(Ai)| = 2n − 1
and
|span∗(A1 4 Aj)| =
∣∣∣span∗(A1⋃Aj)∣∣∣− |span∗(A1)| − |span∗(Aj)|
= 22n − 2× 2n + 1
= (2n − 1)2
Therefore,
23n − 1 = |E|
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≥
∣∣∣∣∣∣(
m⋃
i=1
span∗Ai)
⋃
(
⋃
j 6=1
span∗(A1 4 Aj))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
m∑
i=1
|span∗(Ai)|+
∑
j 6=1
|span∗(A1 4 Aj)|
= m× (2n − 1) + (m− 1)(2n − 1)2
So, m ≤ 2n + 2.
Now, given a positive integer n ≥ 2, we will construct 2n + 2 matrices,
every three of which will form a 3n× 3n nonsingular matrix.
Let pi(x) be a primitive polynomial of GF (2n) over GF (2), and M be the
companion matrix of pi(x). We set
A1 =

In
0
0
 , A2 =

0
In
0
 , A3 =

0
0
In
 , Ak+3 =

In
Mk
M2k

for k = 1, · · · , 2n − 1. All Ai, (i = 1, · · · , 2n + 2) are 3n× n matrices.
For any distinct i, j, k ∈ {3, · · · , 2n + 2},
rank(Ai|Aj|Ak) = rank

In In In
M i M j Mk
M2i M2j M2k

= rank

In In In
0 M j −M i Mk −M i
0 M j(M j −M i) Mk(Mk −M i)

= rank

In 0 0
0 M j −M i Mk −M i
0 M j(M j −M i) Mk(Mk −M i)

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= rank

In 0 0
0 In In
0 M j Mk

= rank

In 0 0
0 In 0
0 0 Mk −M j

= 3n
Using similar argument, it is easy to prove that any three matrices which
include A1, A2 and A3, form a nonsingular matrix. So the matrices con-
structed above is exactly what we want.
Apply the result in the theorem above to the
(
m
3
)
network codes problem,
we have
Theorem 2.3.2 For an
(
m
3
)
combination network, the minimum number of
network uses, with which the linear Boolean network code we can construct
on this network is
dlog2(m− 2)e.
In the proof of theorem 2.3.1, we also give a method to construct the
minimal network code for any
(
m
3
)
combination network. Like
(
m
2
)
combina-
tion networks, the minimum number of network uses of the linear Boolean
network code in
(
m
3
)
network increases as the network size increases.
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2.4
(m
r
)
Combination Networks(r ≥ 4)
In the previous two sections, we have developed a method to construct min-
imal network codes for
(
m
2
)
and
(
m
3
)
combination networks, and give a lower
bound of network use, with which linear Boolean network codes exist in such
networks.
Let us generalize the construction method in the last two sections. Letpi(x)
be a primitive polynomial of GF (2n) over GF (2), andM the companion ma-
trix of pi(x). We set
Ak =

In
Mk
M2k
...
M (r−1)k

(k = 1, 2, · · · , 2n − 1), A2n =

In
0
0
...
0

, A2n+1 =

0
0
0
...
In

.
For 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir ≤ 2n − 1,
rank(Ai1|Ai2| · · · |Air) = rank

In In · · · In
M i1 M i2 · · · M ir
M2i1 M2i2 · · · M2ir
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
M (r−1)i1 M (r−1)i2 · · · M (r−1)ir

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= rank

In In · · · In
0 M i2 −M i1 · · · M ir −M i1
0 M i2(M i2 −M i1) · · · M ir(M ir −M i1)
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 M (r−2)i2(M i2 −M i1) · · · M (r−2)ir(M ir −M i1)

= rank

In 0 · · · 0
0 In · · · In
0 M i2 · · · M ir
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 M (r−2)i2 · · · M (r−2)ir

= n+ rank

In · · · In
M i2 · · · M ir
· · · · · · · · ·
M (r−2)i2 · · · M (r−2)ir

= n+ (r − 1)n
= rn
Similarly, we can check that any r matrices which include one of both of
A2n , A2n+1 form an rn× rn nonsingular matrix.
Therefore, for an
(
m
r
)
combination network, we can design a linear Boolean
network code with dlog2(m − 1)e number of network uses. Compared with
the lower bound dlog2(m−r+1)e, the codes constructed above are very close
to optimal codes for 4 ≤ r < m− 1.
We design an optimal code for
(
m
m−1
)
combination network. Let bi ∈
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GF (2), (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m − 1). We assign b1, b2, · · · , bm−1 to the first m − 1
edges in the first layer, and then we assign b1
⊕
b2
⊕ · · ·⊕ bm−1 to the last
edge in the first layer. Intermediate nodes relay the codes to its outgoing
edges. Obviously, the linear Boolean network code achieve the rate m − 1,
while only use the network for one time.
Figure 2.7: General Combination Networks
The relation between the linear Boolean network codes constructed here
and linear codes suggested in [6] is that linear Boolean network codes for
combination networks can be converted from Reed-Solomon codes using com-
panion matrices. But not all linear Boolean network codes can be converted
to Reed-Solomon codes.
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Chapter 3
Some Examples of Two-source
Networks
3.1 Two-source Networks
Let X, Y be two independent sources generated by one or two source nodes
in G = (V,E). Every edge in E has unit capacity, e.g., 1 bit per unit time.
For convenience, we use s1, s2 represent two source nodes which generate
source X and Y respectively. s1 and s2 may represent the same node in the
graph. Let S = {s1, s2}. And there are multiple sinks t1, t2, · · · , tN . Each
sink may demand information from one or both sources. Let TX denote
the set of sinks which demand source X, and TY the set of sinks which
demand source Y . And TX
⋂
TY may be nonempty. Let ω1, ω2 denote the
information rate of source X, Y respectively. Then for a two-source network
G = (V,E, TX , TY ), we want to decide the achievable rate region for the two
sources. The maxflow bound for two-source network is an outer bound for
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Figure 3.1: Model of Two-source Networks
the achievable rate region. Let
R1 =
⋂
T⊆TX
{ω1 ≤ mincut(s1, T )}
R2 =
⋂
T⊆TY
{ω2 ≤ mincut(s2, T )}
R3 =
⋂
T⊆(TX∪TY ),T∩TX 6=∅,T∩TY 6=∅
{(ω1, ω2) : ω1 + ω2 ≤ mincut(S, T )}
Then the maxflow bound is
R = R1
⋂
R2
⋂
R3
3.2 A Class of Networks Where Maxflow Bound
Is Tight
Let us consider a communication network, depicted in Figure 3.2. Source
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Figure 3.2: A Class of Networks
node s1 multicast information source X to h nodes in the second layer, s2
multicast information source Y to h nodes in the second layer. There are
totally h0 nodes in the second layer will receive both X and Y . Then the
nodes in the second layer relay information received to the third layer. Sink
t1 has h incoming edges from nodes which receive information X. Similarly,
sink t2 has h incoming edges from nodes which receive information Y . Totally,
sink t1 and t2 will share h0 nodes in the third layers. The maxflow bound for
this network is
R = {(ω1, ω2) : 0 ≤ ω1 ≤ h, 0 ≤ ω2 ≤ h, ω1 + ω2 ≤ 2h− h0}
There are four extreme points in the rate region. They are {(0, h), (h −
h0, h), (h, h− h0), (h, 0)}. The rate tuples {(0, h), (h, 0)} are easy to achieve,
what we need to do is to make one source node ”dummy”, and treat the
network as single source single sink communication network. To show that
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Figure 3.3: Maxflow Bound for These Networks
the rate tuple (h−h0, h) is achievable, we label the nodes in the second layer
as 1, 2, · · · , 2h − h0. Let ai ∈ GF (2),i = 1, 2, · · · , h − h0, and bj ∈ GF (2),
j = 1, 2, · · · , h. Source node s1 mulicast ai(i = 1, 2, · · · , h− h0), information
bits of X, to the first h− h0 nodes in the second layer. And source node s2
multicast bj(j = 1, 2, · · · , h) to the last h nodes in the second layer. Then the
rate tuple (h− h0, h) is achieved. From symmetry, the rate tuple (h, h− h0)
is also achievable.
3.3 Two Examples
The capacity issue for multi-source network still remains open. To completely
solve this problem, it seems that there is a long way to go. In this section,
we use a method to estimate an outer bound for two networks. One is shown
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to be tight. Another one has significant improvement from maxflow bound.
Figure 3.4: Network 1
First. let us look at the network depicted in Figure 3.4. Sink t1 and t2
demand source of X, while sink t2 demand both information of X and Y .
All edges have unit capacity. The maxflow bound for this network is
R = {(ω1, ω2) : 0 ≤ ω1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 2, 0 ≤ ω1 + ω2 ≤ 2}
The region is shown in Figure 3.5. Obviously, the extreme point (1, 1) is
not achievable, for if source node s1 multicast one information bit of X to
sink t1 and t2, then edge 1 and 2 are fully occupied by information of X, no
information of Y can flow to sink t2 from source node s2. So the maxflow
bound is not tight. Below we will develop an outer bound which is tight for
this network.
Let U1, U2 represent the information flowing through edge 1 and 2. If sink
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Figure 3.5: Maxflow Bound for Network 1
t1 and t2 can fully recover information of X, then U1 and U2 must contain
full information of X separately, i.e.,
H(X|U1) = H(X|U2) = 0
From
H(X,U1) = H(U1) +H(X|U1)
= H(X) +H(U1|X)
We have
H(U1|X) = H(U1)−H(X)
Similarly,
H(U2|X) = H(U2)−H(X)
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Since X and Y are mutually independent,
ω2 = H(Y )
= H(Y |X)
≤ H(U1, U2|X)
≤ H(U1|X) +H(U2|X)
= H(U1) +H(U2)− 2H(X)
≤ 2− 2H(X)
the first Inequality is from the fact that edge 1 and 2 is a cut separating
source node s2 from t2, so U1 and U2 must contain full information of Y .
The third inequality if from the fact that the edge capacity if 1.
Therefore, we gain a new outer bound,
R
′
= {(ω1, ω2) : 0 ≤ ω1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 2, 2ω1 + ω2 ≤ 2}
As shown in Figure 3.6. It is easy to check this bound is tight. Let us look at
another example in Figure 3.7. We also suppose each edge has unit capacity.
The maxflow bound for this network is
R0 = {(ω1, ω2) : 0 ≤ ω1 ≤ 2, 0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 2, 0 ≤ ω1 + ω2 ≤ 3}
But this bound is not tight, because the rate tuple (1,2) is not achievable.
Before we give a new tighter bound, we prove a lemma,
Lemma 3.3.1 X,U1, U2 are random variables defined on the same alphabet.
If H(X|U1, U2) = 0, then H(X|U1) ≤ H(U2).
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Figure 3.6: A Tight Bound for Network 1
Figure 3.7: Network 2
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Figure 3.8: Maxflow Bound for Network 2
Proof:
H(X)−H(X|U1) = I(X;U1)
= H(X) +H(U1)−H(U1, X)
= H(X) +H(U1)− (H(U1, U2, X)−H(U2|U1, X))
≥ H(X) +H(U1)−H(U1, U2, X)
= H(X) +H(U1)− (H(U2) +H(U1|U2) +H(X|U1, U2))
= H(X)−H(U2) + I(U1;U2)
≥ H(X)−H(U2)
Hence, H(X|U1) ≤ H(U2).
Now we turn to our problem. Sink t4 demands information of Source X,
and edge 2 and 3 is a cut separating s1 from t4. Let Ui denote the information
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on edge i. Then we have
H(X) = H(X|Y )
≤ H(U2, U3|Y )
≤ H(U2|Y ) +H(U3|Y )
= H(U2, Y )−H(Y ) +H(U3, Y )−H(Y )
= H(U2) +H(U3) +H(Y |U2) +H(Y |U3)− 2H(Y )
≤ H(U2) +H(U3) + 2H(U4)− 2H(Y )
≤ 4− 2H(Y )
The third inequality is from the fact that H(Y |U2, U4) = 0, H(Y |U3, U4) = 0
and Lemma 3.3.1. So from sink t4, we obtain an outer bound,
R{t4} = {(ω1, ω2) : ω1 + 2ω2 ≤ 4}
Applying similar technique to sink t6,
H(Y ) = H(Y |X)
≤ H(U3, U4|X)
≤ H(U3|X) +H(U4|X)
= H(U3, X)−H(X) +H(U4, X)−H(X)
= H(U3) +H(U4) +H(X|U3) +H(X|U4)− 2H(X)
≤ H(U3) +H(U4) +H(U1) +H(U2)− 2H(Y )
≤ 4− 2H(X)
So, we have
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R{t6} = {(ω1, ω2) : 2ω1 + ω2 ≤ 4}
Figure 3.9: A New Outer Bound for Network 2
Furthermore, we can regard any T ∈ TX (or ∈ TY ) as a node, and then
apply the estimation technique above to obtain a bound for T . For example,
we consider {t1, t2, t4},
3H(X) ≤ H(U1, U2|Y ) +H(U1, U3|Y ) +H(U2, U3|Y )
≤ 6 + 2H(Y |U1) + 2H(Y |U2) + 2H(Y |U3)− 6H(Y )
≤ 6 + 2H(Y ) + 2H(U4) + 2H(U4)− 6H(Y )
≤ 10− 4H(Y )
So,
R{t1,t2,t4} = {(ω1, ω2) : 3ω1 + 4ω2 ≤ 10}
We obtain a new outer bound
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Figure 3.10: A Inner Bound for Network 2
Figure 3.11: A Code That Achieves Rate (3
2
, 1)
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R˜ = {(ω1, ω2) : 2ω1 + ω2 ≤ 4, ω1 + 2ω2 ≤ 4}
As Figure 3.9 show, the bound has significant improvement compared
with maxflow bound.
Though we can not verify that whether rate tuple (4
3
, 4
3
) is achievable or
not. We can obtain an inner bound for Network 2, as shown in Figure 3.10.
We further design a linear Boolean network code to achieve the rate tuple
(3
2
, 1), this code is depicted in Figure 3.11.
3.4 Discussion
From last section, we see that the capacity issue for multi-source networks
is highly non-trivial. In [13] and [14], an theoretical inner bound and outer
bound are provided. But no numerical method is given to evaluate these
bounds. Our method is straightforward and reveals some truth in the eval-
uation of achievable rate regions. In a cut, there may hide several copies of
information. Sometimes we need to expand a cut to see how much infor-
mation it can contain. Can the method in last two examples be generalized
to general networks with two sources? It is extremely difficult to provide a
universal close form for the outer bound of multi-source network coding. A
more practical way is to develop an algorithm to evaluate the outer bound
case by case.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Work
4.1 Conclusion
In the thesis, we have designed a class of linear Boolean network codes with
minimum network uses for combination networks. Using knowledge of linear
algebra, we also prove that the codes constructed are optimal for
(
m
2
)
and(
m
3
)
combination networks. Compared with the symbol-level linear codes
constructed in [3] and [4] , linear Boolean network codes provide more insight
into the nature of network codes.
During the evaluation of capacity for the two-source networks in Chapter
3, we have developed a straightforward method to estimate an outer bound
for the networks. We also show that the outer bound is tight for some
networks by designing linear Boolean network codes. Even with the simplified
networks shown in our two examples, estimation of an outer bound is not
so trivial. A lot of Shannon-type inequalities are involved. Hopefully, our
method can shed some light on the multi-source network coding problem.
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4.2 Future Work
Network coding has brought innovation to communication networks today.
In the future, there are at least two directions to do research in network
coding, one is theoretical, another one is related to application
The theoretical research on network coding is highly nontrivial. One
problem is optimization problem. Given a network, how to design a network
code with minimum network uses, and how to decrease the encoding and
decoding complexity? Another problem need to be addressed is the multi-
source problem. This problem is not completely solved for acyclic networks.
And for cyclic networks, there is no result obtained so far. The performance of
linear codes on multi-source networks is also deserved to investigate. What is
the maximal rate for linear codes in multi-source networks? These problems
are all yet to be solved.
Another direction for research on network coding is the application of net-
work coding. With the mature of theoretical work for single source networks,
many researchers direct their research into applications of network coding to
the computer networks and wireless ad hoc networks. Lots of problems arise
from applications of network coding. One important problem is the synchro-
nization problem for real time applications. We need to combine network
coding with other communication techniques to address these problems.
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